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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract

This thesis is a study of the English Catholic journal, the Tablet, and the way in which the concept of human rights was
presented and developed in its reporting on Poland from 1978-1983. The analysis is undertaken through a study of the
language related to human rights in the relevant editorials and articles published in the period. The method used to analyse the
primary material makes use of rhetorical theories of Kenneth Burke, specifically his theory of dramatism. The main analysis is
contextualised by studies of the various aspects which help to construct the journal's world view politically, with emphasis on
its understanding of human rights, and the nature of its intended audience. The relevant political background in Britain and
Poland is examined, as is contemporary rhetoric on human rights emanating from the Catholic Church and the West, which
attest to the relevance of the topic.
The research question asked by the paper is, 'In what way and to what end are human rights discussed politically in the Tablet
in relation to Poland between 1978 and 1983?'
The thesis concludes that the Tablet uses the language of rights to promote a certain political agenda and that it describes
different groups in terms of rights in different ways in order to influence the political opinions of its readers. The language of
rights is specifically used to legitimise the political actions of the Catholic Church, and to positively promote a specifically
Catholic ideology in which the Church is very closely associated with the idea of rights. By opposition, it is used to attack the
communist government of Poland, and by extension the communist political system as a whole. The language of rights is used
to affect reader's opinions about power relations and authority. The thesis ends by asserting that through its use as a
legitimising agent, the notion of rights has to a degree lost its specific meaning, and become a term which simplifies the
reports in which it is contained through associations made by the reader.
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